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Article Body:
What do you need to day trade Emini : Hardware
Having a stable computer system is crucial to your trading success. Imagine what would happen
Besides making sure that our equipment is up-to-date and reliable, care must also be given to

Although there are no hard and fast rules to your hardware configuration, I recommend the foll
CPU : at least 1GHz

Memory RAM : at least 512MB ( charting software is memory intensive)
Monitors: at least two 17 inch XVGA monitors (resolution of 1280 X 1024)
Graphics Card: Any graphics card capable to support 2 monitors, usually one monitor will be co
Internet Connection Cable or ADSL, try not to connect trough wireless since wireless connectio

A minimum of 2 high quality monitors is needed in order to display all the charts and order ma
What do you need to day trade Emini : Software

After the hardware set up all that remains is installing the appropriate softwares and you are
Real time Data Provider
Day trading imposes stringent conditions on data providing services. Although there are a lot

Qcharts off good real time stock data with a state of the art charting software that you can r

Novice traders should strart from the Qcharts subscription which costs $95/month. Besides this
Interactive Brokers

There are many brokers out there in the market. Interactive Brokers which offers one of the ch

You will also be required to choose which market data to subscribe. For trading Emini, subscri

$2000 is the minimum required to open an account. However, a starting minimum of $5000 would b
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